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1.Introduction 
Now days, images have become very useful in 

communication media. There is a belief that the 

image speaks more truth about the incident or the 

situation captured than the words. In the past, 

professional knowledge was required to manipulate 

the images generated by traditional film cameras with 

sophisticated dark-room equipment, which is difficult 

to do so for average users. The images are easy to 

acquire nowadays with the inexpensive devices. The 

process of recording, storing and sharing of large 

number of images is possible by everyone. With the 

era of digital images most of the image processing 

techniques have been proposed. In this context, the 

image editing software tools increased day by day 

leading to the forgery of digital images. 

 

Images edited using the software tools are subjected 

to several processing stages and are so photorealistic 

that, the forgery in an image can never be detected by 

the human vision. As a consequence, the manipulated 

images are appearing at an increasing rate leading to 

the decrease of trust in the visual content. Hence, the 

authenticity of the image is not taken as granted. 

With the development of forgery tools, technology 

has been innovated to check the originality of the 

image information.  
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So the research community has found an alternative 

way of authenticating the images and named it as 

digital image forensics. Forgery detection technique 

is one of the authentication methods, which assumes 

that the original image has some inherent patterns, 

which are introduced by the various imaging devices 

or processing. These patterns are always consistent in 

the original image and altered after some forgery 

operations. The image forgery detection has become 

complex, because of the advanced and sophisticated 

processing tools. In this view, researchers have 

proposed various techniques to detect the forgery in 

an image. 

 

Existing techniques for Digital Image forgery can be 

broadly classified into two major domain categories 

[1]: 

 

a. Active/ intrusive/non-blind method 

Examples for active forgery methods are digital 

signature and watermarking. These methods have 

been proposed as means to authenticate the contents 

of digital images. These methods require certain 

digital information to be embedded with the original 

image, such as signature generation and watermark 

embedding when creating the images, which would 

limit their applications in practice. 

 

b. Passive/ non-intrusive/ blind method 

The original image has some inherent patterns, which 

are introduced by the various imaging devices or 
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processing. These patterns are always consistent in 

the original image and altered after some tampering 

operations. The original image is said to be forged 

when it is tampered. With the detection of the 

patterns, identification of the source of the digital 

image and its authenticity is obtained. Comparing it 

with prior active methods, this new technology does 

not need any extra information such as a watermark 

or a signature. Example forgery methods are copy- 

move, image splicing, Re-sampling and compression. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 reviews the related literatures on active and 

passive image authentication techniques. The section 

also presents detailed study of works carried out so 

far in the field of passive technology for digital image 

forgery detection has been dealt. Section 3 deals with 

the comparison of digital image forgery detection 

techniques. Section 4 concludes the survey along 

with the future works that can be carried out in this 

research field. 

 

2.Literature review  
Digital image authentication or forgery detection 

techniques are broadly classified into two categories 

namely active and passive methods. The 

classification is based on whether the original image 

is available or not. 

 

A. Active authentication 

 Number of tools exists to create or manipulate the 

digital image, so one can’t easily trust on any digital 

document which is provided as legal evidences. 

Hence the authenticity of the image is to be checked. 

Image is said to be manipulated if the operation like 

scaling, rotating, blurring, brightness adjusting, 

change in contrast, etc. or combination of these 

operations are performed on an image. In active 

authentication techniques prior information about the 

image is indispensable to the process of 

authentication. It is concerned with data hiding where 

some code is embedded into the image at the time of 

generation. Verifying this code authenticates the 

originality of image. Active authentication methods 

are further classified into two types: digital signature 

and digital watermarking. 

 

1) Digital signature: Digital signature is one among 

the active method used for detecting image forgery or 

tampering. Demonstrating the authenticity of digital 

document using a sort of mathematical scheme is 

called as digital signature. In digital signature a 

robust bits are extracted from the original image. An 

image is divided into blocks of 16*16 pixels. A secret 

key k is used to generate N random matrices with 

entries uniformly distributed in interval [0, 1]. A low 

pass filter is applied on each random matrix 

repeatedly to obtained N random smooth pattern [2]. 

System generate digital signature by applying signing 

process on digital image. Image Signing process 

contain following steps [3]: 

 

1) Decompose the image using parameterized 

wavelet feature. 

2) Extract the SDS 

3) Cryptographically hash the extracted SDS, 

generate the crypto signature by the image senders 

private key. 

4) Send the image and its associated crypto signature 

to the recipient. 

 

Digital signature is simple and basic approach for 

digital image authentication. 

 
2) Digital watermarking: Watermarking is also used 

for image forgery detection. Several watermarking 

techniques have been proposed. One uses a checksum 

schema in that it can add data into last most 

significant bit of pixels [4]. Others add a maximal 

length linear shift register sequence to the pixel data 

and then identify the watermark by computing the 

spatial cross-correlation function of the sequence and 

the watermarked image. These watermarks are 

designed to be invisible, or to blend in with natural 

camera or scanner noise. Visible watermarks also 

exist. In addition to this, a visually undetectable 

watermarking schema is also available which can 

detect the change in single pixels and it can locate 

where the change occur [4]. Embedding watermarks 

during creation of digital image it may limits its 

application where digital image generation 

mechanism have built-in watermarking capabilities. 

These active techniques have some limitation 

because they required some human intervention or 

specially equipped cameras. To overcome this 

problem a passive authentication has been proposed. 

 

B. Passive authentication 

Passive or blind forgery detection technique uses the 

received image only for assessing its authenticity or 

integrity, without any signature or watermark of the 

original image from the sender. It is based on the 

assumption that although digital forgeries may leave 

no visual clues of having been tampered with, they 

may highly disturb the underlying statistics property 

or image consistency of a natural scene image which 

introduces new artifacts resulting in various forms of 

inconsistencies. These inconsistencies can be used to 

detect the forgery. This technique is popular as it 
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does not need any prior information about the image. 

Existing techniques identify various traces of 

tampering and detect them separately with 

localization of tampered region. The Passive image 

authentication techniques are mainly classified into 

five groups [1]: 

1. Pixel based techniques-involves the detection of 

forgeries at the pixel level. 

2. Format based technique-involves the statistical 

correlation. 

3. Camera based techniques-involves artifacts 

detection of camera components. 

4. Physically based techniques - involves the 

detection of forgeries in the 3D interaction 

between the lights, objects and the camera. 

5. Geometric based techniques-involves the detection 

of measurements of objects in the world and their 

positions relative to the camera. 

 

The detailed survey of the related works regarding 

the passive authentication/passive forgery detection 

technique is as follows: 

1) Pixel based techniques: Pixel based forgery 

detection techniques are broadly classified into 

three categories: 

 

1. Copy move 

Copy-move is the most popular and common photo 

tampering technique because of the ease with which 

it can be carried out. It involves copying of some 

region in an image and moving the same to some 

other region in the image. Since the copied region 

belong to the same image therefore the dynamic 

range and color remains compatible with the rest of 

the image [5]. Along with the copy move operation, 

image editing related operations such as rotation, 

color, scaling, blurring, compression and noise 

addition are added to the original image. This is done 

in order to make the forged part unnoticed to the 

human vision. The detection of some parameters like 

noise, color from the forged is not possible to 

differentiate. From the previous studies copy- move 

forgery can be classified as [6]: 

 

a. Block based algorithms 

In the block based methods surveyed till now, the 

input image is divided (segmented) into overlapping 

and regular image blocks. The tampered region is 

then obtained by matching the blocks of image pixels 

or transform coefficient.  

 

The block based methods involve: 

 Quantized Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

coefficients of blocks matched to detect the 

tampered regions. 

 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce 

the block feature dimensions. 

 RGB color components and direction information 

as block features. 

 Calculation of 24 blur invariant moments as block 

features. 

 Fourier-Mellin Transform (FMT) for block feature 

calculation. 

 Gray average results of each block and sub-blocks 

used as block features. 

 Zernike moments for block feature. 

 Information entropy used as block feature. 

 

Apart from the above mentioned process the image 

feature calculation is also important to meet the 

rotation, scaling, compressions and time complexity 

improvements in image forgery detection. Hence the 

feature key-point based techniques were developed to 

achieve the accuracy even with the forgery subjected 

to rotation and scaling. 

 

b. Feature key-point based 

The feature key-point detection involves the 

following method 

 SIFT- Scale invariant feature transform to extract 

host image feature transform to match for forgery 

or duplication detection. 

 SURF- Speed up Robust Feature for feature 

extraction. 

 

Although these feature results in locating matched 

key-points, they fail to locate the forgery. Fast and 

robust copy move forgery detection methods are 

developed with the combination of block based and 

feature based algorithms. Although these techniques 

can improve the computational complexity and detect 

the forgery accurately, they have a drawback of low 

recall rate because of the regularity in blocking 

methods. 

 

In order to overcome this problem recent technique 

based on an adaptive over - segmentation and feature 

point matching was developed [6]. In this method 

segmentation of blocks are non-overlapping and 

irregular blocks called image blocks (IB). The recall 

rate was improved compared to the previous works 

because of the irregularity in the blocks. 

 

2. Image splicing 
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Image splicing is a method of combining two or more 

im-ages to make it a composite (single) image. When 

images are spliced, resulting image shows lines, 

edges, regions and blur at the point where the images 

have been spliced. Development of the editing tools 

have made the lines, edges, regions and blur to merge 

in the image so that the human vision is not able to 

detect the forgery. Hence the image splicing 

detection has become one of the challenging topics 

for the researchers. 

 

Steganography and Image Splicing have different 

approaches but still both the process create a new 

tampered image. Both the method makes an 

alteration in image smoothness, regularity, continuity 

and periodicity. Hence, statistical approaches are 

applied to detect these traces [7]. As steganalysis and 

Image Splicing detection make use of statistical 

approaches, some of the statistical natural models 

applied for steganalysis can be applied for Image 

Splicing detection. 

 

Image splicing technique involves dimensional 

feature vectors. Four general methods applied for 

steganalysis were applied to image splicing detection 

with the accuracy of less than 80% [7]. 

 

The methods applied are: 

 72- Dimensional (72-D) feature vector composed 

of higher-order statistical moments of wavelet with 

the ac-curacy of 73.78%. 

 78-Dimensional (78D) feature vector- first three 

moments of characteristics and the prediction error 

applied for each four sub-bands in the three-level 

wavelet decomposition. This method has detection 

accuracy of 75.83%. 

 2-D Markov chain - for threshold prediction-error 

image. Features are extracted from three directions 

(horizontal, vertical, and main diagonal). The 

accuracy obtained is 76.25%. 

 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) - SVD 

based 50-Dimensional feature vector merged with 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). This method 

has a detection accuracy of 78.82%. 

 Combination of 1-D and 2-D - statistical moments 

of 1-D and 2-D characteristic functions extracted 

from the spatial domain and multi block discrete 

cosine transform (MB-DCT) are combined. This 

method provides an accuracy of 87.07%. 

 

3. Image retouching 

Image retouching is one more type of image forgery 

tool which is most commonly used for commercial 

and aesthetic applications. Retouching operation is 

carried out mostly to enhance or reduce the image 

features. Retouching is also done to create a 

convincing composite of two images which may 

require rotation, resizing or stretching of one of the 

image. 

Image retouching detection is carried out by trying to 

find the blurring, enhancements, color changes and 

illumination changes in the forged image. Detection 

is easy if the original image is available. However, 

blind detection is a challenging task. For this type of 

forgery two type of modification is done either global 

or local [8]. Local modification is done usually in 

copy-move and in splicing forgery. Contrast 

enhancement that is carried out in case of retouching 

is done at global level and for detection of tampering 

these is investigated. For illumination and changes in 

contrast global modification is carried out. 

 

In [9], a classifier is designed to measure distortion 

between the doctored and original image. The former 

may consist of many operations as change in blurring 

and brightness. Again the classifier performs well in 

case a number of operations are carried out on the 

image. 

 

Algorithm in [10], describes a method that not only 

detect global enhancements but also suggests 

methods for histogram equalization. A similar model 

based on the probabilistic model of pixel values is 

detailed in [11] that approximate the detection of 

contrast enhancement. Histograms for entries that are 

most likely to occur with corresponding artifacts due 

to enhancement are identified. This technique 

provides very accurate results in case the 

enhancement is not standard. A number of 

enhancement and gamma correction localization 

algorithms are available that can easily detect the 

image modification and enhancement both globally 

and locally [10][12]. 

 

Authors in [8] Presents a technique that detects 

contrast changes making use of global modification 

by detecting positive or negative changes in the 

image based on Binary similarity measure and IQM. 

IQMs may provide substantial traces to detect the 

changes in the statistics. On the other hand, binary 

similarity measures features provide the differences. 

Appreciably accurate and effective results are 

produced in case image is highly modified. 

 

Cao et al. [13] developed a method for detection of 

gamma correction for image forgery detection. Then 

technique is based on estimation of histogram 

characteristics that are calculated by patterns of the 
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peak gap features. These features are discriminated 

by the pre-computed histogram for the gamma 

correction detection in images. Results propose that 

this technique is very effective for both global and 

local gamma correction modifications. 

In [14] a technique for detection of retouching is 

suggested based on the bi-Laplacian filtering .This 

technique looks for matching blocks on the basis of a 

KD tree for each block of the image. This technique 

works well on uncompressed images and compressed 

high-resolution images. Accuracy also depends on 

area of the tampered region for high-level 

compressed images. 

 

Two novel algorithms were developed in [15] to 

detect the contrast enhancement involved 

manipulations in digital images. It focuses on the 

detection of global contrast enhancement applied to 

JPEG-compressed images. The histogram peak/gap 

artifacts incurred by the JPEG compression and pixel 

value mappings are analyzed theoretically, and 

distinguished by identifying the zero-height gap 

fingerprints. Another algorithm in same paper 

proposes to identify the composite image created by 

enforcing contrast adjustment on either one or both 

source regions. The positions of detected block wise 

peak/gap bins are clustered for recognizing the 

contrast enhancement mappings applied to different 

source regions. Both algorithms are very effective. 

 

Techniques based on the photo-response non-

uniformity (PRNU) that detect the absence of the 

camera PRNU, a sort of camera fingerprint, are 

explored in [16]. This algorithm detects image 

forgeries using sensor pattern noise. A Markov 

random field take decisions jointly on the whole 

image rather than individually for each pixel. This 

algorithm shows better performance and a wider 

practical application. 

 

Number of methods have been proposed and 

discussed for retouching forgery. Limitation is that 

most of the methods work well if the image is greatly 

modified in comparison to the original image. 

Moreover, the human intervention required to 

interpret the result makes them non blind techniques. 

 

2)Format based technique: Image alteration does 

not prove malicious tampering, as in the cases of 

color/contrast adjustment for image enhancement, 

and file format conversion for saving storage space. 

These manipulations do not fundamentally change 

the contents of the original image, while malicious 

tampering will alter the meaning of the image, such 

as removing, adding and modifying an object in a 

scene [17]. Malicious manipulations, in collaboration 

with subsequent operations such JPEG compression, 

contrast adjustment, blurring, etc., would make 

forgeries hard to detect. Therefore image-alteration 

detection can determine whether the images are 

original and help us with further analysis. 

 

In [17], [18], authors have proposed a method to 

identify the bitmap compression history. In this 

method, given an image which is saved in bitmap 

format, to determine whether it has been previously 

JPEG-compressed, and further to estimate which 

quantization matrix has been used. The original 

intention of the paper was not for tampering 

detection. However, it can provide us indirect 

evidence for image forensics. The method assumes 

that if there is no compression the pixel differences 

across blocks should be similar to those within 

blocks, while they should be different due to block 

artifacts if the image has been JPEG-compressed. 

 

Another issue about JPEG forgeries is the detection 

of double JPEG compression. In [19], authors have 

proposed a method to estimate the primary (previous) 

quantization matrix from a double-compressed JPEG 

image. In [20], authors have presented a method to 

determine whether the image has been double JPEG-

compressed. Both works are based on the periodicity 

in the histogram of DCT coefficients that is 

introduced by double JPEG compression. 

 

3)Camera based techniques: High-resolution and 

low-cost digital cameras have been rapidly replacing 

the typical film cameras. Now, most images in our 

daily life are acquired by various brands of digital 

cameras, such as Canon, Nikon, Sony, Olympus, etc. 

One of the main problems related to source 

identification is the classification of the different 

camera models or individuals for a given image. 

 

The most straightforward solution for camera 

identification is to check the exchangeable image file 

(EXIF) format header of the output image. Some 

settings of an image are stored in the headers, and the 

settings are constrained by a given camera, such as 

the manufacturer, the model of the camera, image 

size, exposure time, and the quantization matrix used 

in JPEG compression [21], etc. If the given image 

settings are out of the range of the given camera, it 

can be concluded that the image did not come from 

the camera or it was not the original one at least. 

However, it is difficult to distinguish among the 

cameras of the same or similar model whose images 
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contain the same header information. Furthermore, 

the header information can be easily replaced or 

made consistent by JPEG recompression or other 

operations. 

 

There are some defect pixels in the charge coupled 

device (CCD) inside the low-cost digital cameras. 

These defects pixels are at the different places of the 

CCD according to the different sensors, and thus can 

be used as the unique evidence for the cameras. As 

mentioned in [22], there are some restrictions when 

using this method. For example, the defects in pixels 

are visible only in the regions that are darker or the 

lighter areas if a surface has the same intensity 

lighting. These defects pixels also depend on the 

temperature. Furthermore, some post-processing 

operations such as JPEG compression, etc., may 

remove or suppress the defective pixels. For the 

expensive cameras which have better CCDs with 

fewer errors, the method cannot be applied. 

 

Due to cost considerations, many manufactures 

employ a single sensor instead of multiple sensors to 

capture the color scene. Thus the color filter array 

(CFA) is always applied in front of the sensor to 

control the band of wavelengths arriving at the CCD 

array. 

 

In order to reconstruct the full-resolution color scene, 

some interpolation algorithms will be employed. The 

estimations are usually carried out by interpolating 

neighboring pixel values using a weighting matrix 

around the missing pixel, which are called 

demosaicking techniques [23]. 

 

The correlations may be linear, nonlinear or adaptive. 

And these different techniques are employed in 

different models of cameras, which will inevitably 

introduce a different statistical correlation between 

the original values and the interpolation values. The 

simplest demosaicking methods are kernel-based 

ones that act on each channel independently. More 

sophisticated algorithms interpolate edges differently 

from uniform areas to avoid blurring salient image 

features. Regardless of the specific implementation, 

CFA interpolation introduces specific statistical 

correlations between a subset of pixels in each color 

channel. 

 

To estimate the pattern of the correction between the 

samples, the EM (expectation/maximization) 

algorithm has been applied. The algorithm includes 

two steps: E-step and M-step. In the E-step, the 

probability of each pixel belonging to an original 

pixel or to the interpolated one is evaluated. Then in 

the M-step, the estimation is optimized and updated. 

The pattern noise is defined as any noise component 

that survives frame averaging [24], which is another 

important characteristic of imaging sensors. The 

pattern noise described in [24], include two main 

components: the fixed pattern noise (FPN) and the 

photo-response non-uniformity noise (PRNU). Fixed 

pattern noise (FPN) is mainly caused by the dark 

current on a CCD chip. The dark current is due to 

thermal activity in the photocathode and the dynodes. 

And it is present whether the shutter is open or 

closed. However, the magnitudes of the dark current 

on a CCD are always non-uniformity as different 

pixels may have different generation rates of dark 

current. The millions of non-uniformity pixels are 

arranged regularly on each CCD, and therefore can 

create the unique pattern for each sensor. In [24], the 

authors used FPN to identify the video camera from 

videotape images. They recorded 100 black images 

with each camera by covering the lens, and then the 

images were accumulated to suppress the effect of 

the random noise. The results show that some bright 

dots are observed in the accumulated images, and 

these bright dots are at different positions for each 

camera. However, FPN is visible only in the dark 

frames. Furthermore, the noise can be alleviated at a 

low temperature. 

 

Another main source of the pattern noise in imaging 

sensor is PRNU. Unlike FPN, which is generated 

thermally in the sensor even when no light arrives, 

PRNU is the pixel variation under illumination. FPN 

is an offset, while PRNU is a gain. Therefore, the 

primary source of pattern noise remaining in nature 

images may be PRNU. Two sources contribute to 

PRNU. The main source is pixel non-uniformity 

(PNU), and the other source is low frequency defects, 

which is caused by light refraction on dust particles 

and optical surfaces, etc. This source is low spatial 

frequency in nature. In [24], the authors used PNU as 

an inherent pattern of the imaging sensor for camera 

identification. To verify that a given image p was 

taken with a specific camera C; they first extracted 

the camera reference pattern Pc, which is an 

approximation of PNU. 

 

4)Physically based techniques: Images that are 

combined during tampering are taken in different 

lighting conditions. It becomes difficult to match the 

lighting condition from combining photographs. This 

lighting inconsistency in the composite image can be 

used for detection of image tampering. Initial attempt 

in this regard was made by Johnson and Farid [25].  
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They proposed a technique for estimating the 

direction of an illuminating light source within one 

degree of freedom to detect forgery. By estimating 

direction of light source for different objects and 

people in an image, inconsistencies in lighting are 

uncovered in the image and tampering can be 

detected. 

 

Johnson and Farid [26] proposed a model based on 

lighting inconsistencies because of presence of 

multiple light sources. This model is motivated from 

earlier model [25] but it generalizes this model by 

estimating more complex lighting and can be adapted 

to a single lighting source. 

 

Johnson and Farid [27] estimated 3-D direction to a 

light source by means of the lights reflection in the 

human eye. These reflection called specular 

highlights are a powerful clue as to the location and 

shape of the light sources. Inconsistencies in location 

of the light source can be used to detect tampering. 

 

Chen et al., [28] proposed a method for 

authentication of image with infinite light source 

based on inconsistencies in light source direction. 

Hestenes-Powell multiplier method was employed to 

calculate the light source direction of different 

objects and their background in infinite light source 

images. Authenticity is determined on the basis of 

consistency between the light source direction of the 

object and its background with detection rate of 

83.7%. 

 

Kee and Farid [29] described a method to estimate a 

3-D lighting environment with a low dimensional 

model and to approximate the model’s parameters 

from a single image. Inconsistencies in the lighting 

model are used as indication of forgery. In [30], the 

authors present a forgery detection technique which 

is based on inconsistency in light source direction. 

The method called as neighborhood was used to 

calculate surface normal matrix of image in the blind 

identification algorithm with detection rate of 

87.33%. 

 

Fan et al., [31] proposed a technique which infers that 

methods based on forgery detection using 2D lighting 

system can be fooled easily and gave a promising 

technique based on shape from shading. This 

approach is more general but the issue of estimation 

of 3D shapes of objects remains. 

 

The authors of [32] describe a method for image 

forgery detection based on inconsistencies in the 

color of the illumination. Information from physics 

and statistical based illuminate estimators on image 

regions of similar material are used. From these 

texture and edge based features are extracted. SVM 

meta fusion classifier is used and detection rate of 

86% obtained. This approach requires minimal user 

interaction. The advantage of these methods is that 

they make the lighting inconsistencies in the 

tampered image very difficult to hide. 

 

5) Geometric based techniques: In authentic 

images, the principal point (the projection of the 

camera center onto the image plane) is near the center 

of the image. When a person or object is translated in 

the image, the principal point is moved 

proportionally. Differences in the estimated principal 

point across the image can therefore be used as 

evidence of tampering. The authors in [33], has 

described how to estimate a cameras principal point 

from the image of a pair of eyes (i.e., two circles) or 

other planar geometric shapes. They showed how 

translation in the image plane is equivalent to a shift 

of the principal point. Inconsistencies in the principal 

point across an image can then be used as evidence of 

tampering. 

 

In [34], the authors have analyzed the physical 

differences in generation between CG and 

photographic images, e.g., the sharp structures in CG 

images and gamma correction in photographic. They 

then proposed a geometry-based image model that 

reveals the differences. For source identification, the 

method extracts the geometry features based on the 

rigid body moments. Finally, an SVM classifier is 

employed. The experimental results show the effect 

of the proposed method with a classification accuracy 

of 83.5%, which outperforms the prior methods. 

Another contribution of their work is that they 

created an image benchmark for the classification 

problem of CG and photographic images. 

 

3.Comparison of Dif detection techniques 

With the image processing techniques developing at 

increasing rate, tampering the digital images without 

leaving any clues has become an easy task. This leads 

to the problem like image authentication. Digital 

image forensics has evolved as a solution to image 

tampering. 

 

Passive technology for image forensics is a new 

research area. Unlike the signature-based and 

watermark-based methods, the new method is blind 

without extra side information in detection. The 

inherent pattern of the image can be served as a non-
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intrusive watermark for source identification and 

alternation detection. Therefore pattern selection is 

crucial in this technology. Although some of the 

existing methods succeed in reaching a relatively 

high accuracy, the proposed methods in the survey 

carried out exhibits limitation and drawbacks which 

has to be improved. 

 

As passive technology is mainly based on detection 

of the inherent pattern, pattern removal and pattern 

reinsertion would prevent detection. For example, in 

source-camera identification based on pattern noise 

[24], there are some ways to prevent identification, 

such as removing the pattern noise from the image, 

extracting the pattern noise from another camera and 

then adding it to an image to confuse identification, 

etc. However, some of these operations are beyond 

the ability of average users, such as pattern noise 

extraction, Re-JPEG artifacts removal, CFA re-

interpolation, chromatic aberration reparation, make 

the lighting consistency by virtual light source(s) and 

so on, which require the attacker mastering some 

professional knowledge about digital cameras, image 

processing, computer graphics, etc. Furthermore, any 

post-processing performed on the tampered image 

may introduce new or more inconsistencies into the 

image and thus may leave other traces for detection. 

Therefore new methods have to be proposed to 

provide more accuracy detection in these situations. 

 

Standard image dataset and benchmark are in urgent 

demand for evaluating the proposed methods. For 

example, the estimation of the parameters employed 

inside a digital camera requires an image dataset 

including various models of camera with different 

acquisition settings. For the splicing detection 

evaluation, the image dataset with more realistic 

operations has to be created. For the problem of 

identifying computer-generated and digital-camera 

images, the dataset should include higher 

photorealism computer graphics with the same scenes 

as photographic images. To reduce the effects of the 

software and physics apparatus, the CG images 

should be generated by different software programs, 

and the photographic images should be captured by 

different models of cameras, etc. Some of the 

proposed methods are under too many constraints. 

For example, the methods for the image-splicing 

detection do not consider post-processing at all. 

However, when creating a forged image, the attacker 

could apply some operations such as edge blurring, 

adding noise, and lossy compression, etc., after the 

simple joining of image regions. And such post-

processing will inevitably decrease the detection 

accuracy. 

 

In double JPEG detection, the method assumes 

repeated JPEG compression with different 

quantization matrices. Thus, all the prior methods 

may fail when recompressing with the same 

quantization matrix. Furthermore, most of the passive 

technologies are dependent on statistical features of 

the image. If a small portion of an image has been 

manipulated, the statistical features may not be 

altered. Thus the tampered region should be large 

enough to be detected when using some of the 

passive technologies. 

 

There are many open issues. For example, finding 

more robust statistical features to resist the various 

post-processing and creating image benchmarks to 

set up a fair evaluation system. Apart from this, when 

tampering with an image or creating a CG, editing 

software is to be used. However, such software 

programs are diverse due to the different implements 

inside them. For instance, when editing JPEG 

images, IJG, Adobe Photoshop, GIMP and MATLAB 

may be used.  

 

According to our experiments, even in 

decompressing the same image, the outputs are 

different. The inherent patterns introduced by editing 

software may be used as signature for image 

forensics. Furthermore, most the prior literatures 

focus on the forgery detection. However, the forgery 

detection and tampering technology are interactional, 

just like the relationship between steganalysis and 

Steganography. The advanced image manipulation 

technologies combining with image processing, 

computer vision and computer graphics need to be 

further investigated for making the forgery more 

realistic and harder to detect. The passive method in 

collaboration with the active approach may play an 

important role in the field of image forensics. 

 

4.Conclusion  
In the last decades many forgery detection techniques 

have been proposed. In this paper, a brief survey of 

Digital image forgery classification and its detection 

methods have been presented. An attempt is made to 

bring in various potential algorithms that signify 

improvement in image authentication techniques. 

From the knowledge of the image authentication 

techniques it is inferred that Passive or blind 

techniques which need no prior information of the 

image under consideration have a significant 

advantage of no requirement of special equipment’s 
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to embed the code into the image at the time of 

generation, when compared to active techniques. 

 

As discussed earlier, the techniques which have been 

developed till now are cable of detecting the forgery 

and only a few can localize the tampered area. There 

are a number of drawbacks with the presently 

available technologies. Firstly all systems require 

human interpretation and thus cannot be automated. 

Second being the problem of localizing the forgery. 

Next problem is of robustness to common image 

processing operations like blurring, JPEG 

compression, scaling, and rotation. 

 

In practice since an image forgery analyst may not be 

able to know which forgery technique is used to 

tamper the image, using a specific authentication 

technique may not be reasonable. Hence there is still 

an utmost need of a forgery detection technique that 

could detect any type of forgery. There is also a 

setback of no established benchmarks which makes 

performance analysis and comparison of results of 

current algorithms difficult. As such there is need to 

develop common benchmark for image data set and 

image forgery detection techniques that could detect 

any type of forgery with lesser computational 

complexity and high robustness.  
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